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Language:
1. What's _______________ sport?
a. the most dangerous

b. the more dangerous

c. more dangerous

d. dangerous than

2. Your watch is _________ than mine.
a. the most cheap

b. cheaper

c. more cheap

d. the more cheaper

3. The station is ___________ as the bus stop.
a. as nearer

b. more nearer

c. as near

d. nearer

4. Warsaw is __________ in Poland.
a. the most largest

b. the more larger

c. larger than

d. the largest

5. The plane is ___________ way to travel.
a. fast

b. faster

c. the fastest

d. more faster

Mathematics:
1. Congruent figures have exactly the same _____________.
a. direction

b. shape

c. size

d. b and c

2. Which of the following is a geometric figure?
a. quadrilateral

b. trapezoid

c. line

d. a, b and c

3. If two figures do not have the same size but they have the same shape, they are
said to be ____________.
a. congruent

b. similar

c. opposites
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d. perpendicular

4. Which of the following are kept in congruent figures?
a. size of angles

b. length of sides

c. a and b

d. positions

5. In a right triangle, the side opposite to the right angle is called _________________.
a. base

b. height)

c. hypotenuse

d. diameter

Science:
1. In a coffee machine, the ground coffee is separated from the coffee solution
by using_________.
a. toilet paper

b. filter paper

c. sand paper

d. tissue paper

2. Which method of separation may be used to separate alcohol and water?
a. evaporation

b. distillation

c. magnetism

d. filtration

3. It is the measure of how much solute can dissolve in a solvent at a given
temperature.
a. filtration

b. solvent

c. solubility

d. distillation

4. If Emma wants to get the iron filings out of some sand, what could she use to
separate these two solids?
a. evaporation

b. a magnet

c. distillation

d. filter paper

5. Choose the statement that describes the filtration of muddy water.
a. Water passes while mud stays on filter paper.
b. Water stays on filter paper and is called filtrate.
c. Mud stays on filter paper and is called filtrate.
d. Water passes through filter paper and is called residue.
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Health Education:
1. What should consumers keep in order to make a claim?
a. text books

b. receipt

c. medicines

d. acid

2. How many numbers are there on the serial number of a product?
a. ten

b. eleven

c. twelve

d. thirteen

3. What do we call the technology used for treatment and diagnosis?
a. industrial technology

b. health technology

c. medical

d. agricultural technology

4. Which is an impact of television on our health?
a. myopia

b. deafness

c. dermatitis

d. nausea

5. Which statement is correct?
a. You should listen to music with headphones instead of speakers.
b. You should watch TV for long periods.
c. You should avoid listening to fast music while sleeping.
d. You should use the computer with very bright light.
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